
A survey exhibition of work from across the span of David
Simpson’s career, Then and Now offers a curated view from a
selection of the important periods of David Simpson’s work. The
exhibition features paintings that range from the late 1950’s to
recent works. Concurrently there will be a book signing of the new
book, David Simpson – Works 1965-2015 published by Radius
Books at both events. 

Viewers familiar with Simpson’s “mono-pigment” Interference
paintings may be surprised at some of the earlier paintings, such as
Red, Brown, Whites Stripes and November Stripes from 1959 and
1957 respectively, or Agitprop #2 from the Eccentric Monoplane
series, 1983. However, each of these earlier series offer insight into
what Simpson has realized in his later Interference works. David
Simpson’s art – no matter the period—is rich not only with artistic
history and questions, but with the questions of the universe, sci-
ence, and human life. There are some themes that run throughout
his work—from his focus on color and light to the creation of space,
or the delicate and precarious balance he maintains between
chance, intuition, and rigorous planning. 

Simpson has said, “The human spirit, light, the human soul, energy,
all are part of this same thing, and art is one of its signs.” The work
of David Simpson, alive with energy, sparking with light, are potent
experiences from which the viewer may walk away transformed. 
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Eccentric Monoplane (black), 1983,
acrylic on wood, 40 x 29 inches

Rose Lake, 2015,
acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 inches

November Stripes, 1959,
oil on canvas, 72.5 x 52.5 inches
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